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Experimental and theoretical investigations into the electronic
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Abstract

The orbital electron momentum distributions and binding energy spectrum of the valence shell of cyclohexene (C6H10) were investigated
by a binary (e, 2e) electron momentum spectrometer at an impact energy of 1200 eV plus the binding energy. The experimental momentum
d y methods.
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istributions are compared with the theoretical momentum distributions obtained by using Hartree–Fock and density functional theor
he agreements between theory and experiment for the shape and intensity are generally good. Some discrepancies between
ata and theoretical calculations of the momentum distributions could be due to the possible distorted-wave effects and the co
ariety of cyclohexene. The pole strengths of the main ionization peaks from the orbitals in the inner valence region are estimated
2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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. Introduction

Electron momentum spectroscopy (EMS), or binary (e, 2e)
pectroscopy, is now a powerful tool to investigate electronic
tructures of atoms and molecules due to its unique ability
o measure the momentum distributions for orbitals. EMS is
ased on kinematically complete ionization experiments ini-

iated by high energy electrons. The momentum distributions
ould provide stringent test of theoretical wavefunctions at
he Hartree–Fock (HF) level and also correlated treatments
uch as configuration interaction (CI) methods and density
unctional theory (DFT). In addition, EMS is also a sensitive
robe of molecular structure, chemical bonding and reactivity

n the low momentum region[1–3].
Cyclic unsaturated hydrocarbon cyclohexene (C6H10),

lso known as 1,2,3,4-tetrahydrobenze, is a chemical raw
aterial and organic solvent[4,5] and organic–semiconduc-

or surface chemistry reactant[6,7]. Cyclohexene is also

∗ Corresponding author. Tel.: +86 16278 5594; fax: +86 16278 1604.
E-mail address:djk-dmp@mail.tsinghua.edu.cn (J.K. Deng).

one of the fundamental structures in the stereochem
of organic compounds. Its molecular geometry and con
mational characteristics of this molecule were extens
investigated using various experimental[8,9] and theoreti
cal [8–11] methods. The vertical potentials of C6H10 excep
the innermost valence orbital have also been investigat
photoelectron spectroscopy[12,13].

In the present work the binding energy spectrum (4–34
and momentum distributions for the complete valence
of cyclohexene have been measured at the impact ene
1200 eV plus binding energy. Theoretical momentum di
butions for were calculated by using the target Hartree–
approximation (THFA) and also the target Kohn–Sh
approximation (TKSA) of DFT[1–3].

2. Experimental and theoretical background of EMS

An energy-dispersive electron momentum spectrom
with a symmetric non-coplanar geometry was used in
work. The details of the spectrometer constructed at Tsin
368-2048/$ – see front matter © 2005 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
oi:10.1016/j.elspec.2005.06.005
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University have been reported previously[14]. Briefly, in
this experiment the relative (e, 2e) cross section for electron
impact ionization (i.e., the binary (e, 2e) reaction) is mea-
sured by detecting the two outgoing electrons (scattered and
ionized) in coincidence. A newly developed multi-parameter
data acquisition system based on universal serial bus (USB)
interface[15] was used for data acquisition and experimental
controls in this EMS spectrometer. The particular kinemat-
ics of the experiment is chosen in such a way as to provide
a straightforward relation between some variable kinematic
parameters and the momentum of the ionized electron prior
to knock-out. For this purpose the symmetric non-coplanar
kinematics[1–3] is the most convenient and frequently used
experimental configuration.

In the symmetric non-coplanar scattering geometry, the
two outgoing electrons are selected to have equal polar angles
(θ1 = θ2 = 45◦) relative to the direction of incident electron
beam. The relative azimuthal angleφ between the two out-
going electrons is varied by rotating one of the analyzers
over the range of 0◦ to ±30◦ around the incident beam axis.
Under these high impact energy and high momentum transfer
conditions, the plane wave impulse approximation (PWIA)
provides a good description of the collision and the ionized
electron essentially undergoes a clean ‘knock-out’ collision.
Within the PWIA, the momentump of the ejected electron
prior to knockout is related to the azimuthal angle by
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orbital can be approximated with an initial state canonical
HF orbital. Then theσEMS becomes

σEMS ∝
∫

dΩ|ΨHF
j (p)|

2

(3)

where|ΨHF
j (p)〉is the one-electron momentum space canon-

ical HF orbital wave function for thejth electron.
The Kohn–Sham DFT provides the alternative approach

to approximating the Dyson orbital in Eq.(2). The target
Kohn–Sham approximation (TKSA) has been shown to give
a good description of the experimental momentum profiles of
lots of molecules measured by EMS[3]. The TKSA gives a
result similar to Eq.(3)with the canonical HF orbital replaced
by a momentum space Kohn–Sham orbital (KSO)|ΨKS

j (p)〉:

σEMS ∝
∫

dΩ|ΨKS
j (p)|

2

(4)

A more detailed description of the TKSA method can be
found elsewhere[17]. The integrals in Eqs.(3) and (4)are
known as the spherically averaged one-electron momentum
distribution (MD).

3. Calculations
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d-
i c-
= [(2p1 cosθ1 − p0)2 + (2p1 sinθ1 sin(φ/2))2]
1/2

(1)

herep1 andp0 are the momenta of the outgoing and incid
lectrons, respectively. The EMS reaction theory is base
everal approximations[1–3], through which the binary (
e) cross-section is related to the electronic structure o

arget. Of these approximations the binary encounter ap
mation assumes that the interaction operator depends
n the coordinates of the two electrons immediately invo

n ionization, with all other particles being treated as “sp
ators” and the incoming and both outgoing electrons
epresented by plane waves. In order to ensure the va
f these approximations the experiment has to be cond
nder high electron impact energy and the use of par

ar kinematics. When these experimental conditions are
t has been shown that the kinematic factors are effect
onstant[16] and that the relative (e, 2e) cross-sectionσEMS
s then proportional to the spherically averaged momen
istribution of the corresponding Dyson orbital:

EMS ∝
∫

dΩ|〈pΨN−1
f |ΨN

i 〉|
2

(2)

herep is the momentum of the target electron prior to ion
ion. |ΨN−1

f 〉 and|ΨN
i 〉 are the total electronic wavefunctio

or the final ion state and the target molecule ground (in
tate, respectively. The

∫
dΩ represents the spherical aver

ue to the randomly oriented gas phase target.
Eq. (2) can be greatly simplified by using the tar

artree–Fock approximation (THFA), in which the Dys
Spherically averaged theoretical momentum profile
yclohexene were calculated within PWIA and THFA
KSA with the HEMS program developed at UBC. T
EMS program first calculates a Fourier transform of a g
osition space molecular orbital and then performs sp

cal averaging of its square. The position space mole
rbitals were calculated using the GAUSSIAN’98 progr
he canonical HF orbitals for cyclohexene were calcul
sing the 6-31G, 6-311++G** and AUG-CC-PVTZ basis se
he KSOs were achieved by running DFT calculations u

ng the B3LYP hybrid gradient polarization functionals w
hese basis sets. In order to compare the calculated
ections with the experimental momentum profiles the ef
f the finite spectrometer acceptance angles in bothθ and
(
θ =±0.6◦ and 
φ =± 1.2◦) and energy resolution

.2 eV (FWHM) obtained by the measurement of argon
tate were included by using the Gaussian-weighted p
rid (GWPG) method[18].

An outer valence shell Green function (OVGF)[19] cal-
ulation of ionization potentials for outer valence orbital
yclohexene has been carried out using 6-311+G* basis se
s shown inTable 1. OVGF calculation also gives the po
trengths[3] for outer valence orbitals, which are listed
able 1.

. Results and discussion

Cyclohexene has mainlyC2 point group symmetry accor
ng to molecular orbital theory[10]. Its ground state ele
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Table 1
Ionization energies (eV) and pole strength for cyclohexene

Orbital Experimental results Theoretical calculationsa

PESb PESc EMSd Ionization potential Pole strength

8b 8.94 9.05 8.934 0.912
7b 10.7 10.623 0.910
9a 11.3 11.35 11.026 0.911
8a 11.7 11.596 0.918
6b 12.8 12.896 0.905
5b 13.2 13.177 0.908
7a 13.5 13.33 13.101 0.894
6a 13.8 13.824 0.902
4b 14.5 14.579 0.904
5a 15.2 15.328 0.900
4a 16.3 16.469 0.881
3b 16.73 15.89 17.200 0.881
2b 19.29 19.33
3a 19.83
1b 22.78 22.61
2a 23.49
1a 25.30

a OVGF with 6-311+G* in this work.
b From Ref.[12].
c From Ref.[13].
d This work.

tronic configuration can be written as

(core)12(1a)2(2a)2(1b)2(3a)2(2b)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
inner valence

, (3b)2(4a)2(4b)2(5a)2(6a)2(7a)2(5b)2(6b)2(8a)2(9a)2(7b)2(8b)2︸ ︷︷ ︸
outer valence

All the molecular orbitals are either a- or b-type. The
assignment of the order of occupation for these valence
orbitals has been discussed in Refs.[12,13].

4.1. Binding energy spectrum

To obtain the experimental momentum profiles, 12 bind-
ing energy spectra over the energy range of 4–34 eV were
collected at the out-of-plane azimuthal anglesφ = 0◦, 1◦, 2◦,
3◦, 4◦, 6◦, 8◦, 10◦, 12◦, 14◦, 16◦ and 21◦ in a series of
sequential repetitive scans. The valence shell binding energy
spectrum of cyclohexene for the summed over allφ angles
is shown inFig. 1. This spectrum is fitted with a set of
individual Gaussian peaks whose widths are combination
of the instrumental energy resolution and the corresponding
Franck–Condon widths estimated from high resolution PES
data[12,13]. The relative energy spacings of the Gaussian
peaks were estimated from the vertical ionization potentials
in high resolution PES[12], small adjustments have been
applied to compensate the asymmetries of the shapes of the
Frank–Condon profiles. The fitted Gaussians for individual
p ., the
o

sing
H
P O
w nd 4a
o 3.5),

Fig. 1. Binding energy spectrum of cyclohexene from 4 to 34 eV for the
summed allφ angles. The dashed and solid lines represent individual and
summed Gaussian fits, respectively.

13.2, 13.8, (14.5), 15.2 and 16.3 eV, respectively. These
PES studies were extended by Streets and Potts[13] which
include some of the inner valence region of C6H10 and
the ionization potentials at 16.73, 19.29, 19.83, 22.78 and
23.49 eV were assigned to the 3b, 2b, 3a, 1b and 2a orbitals,
respectively.

In the present EMS work, seven structures could be identi-
fied in the binding energy spectrum ofFig. 1. The vertical ion-
ization potential of 8b orbital is determined to be 9.05 eV. The
averaged vertical ionization potentials of the (7b + 9a + 8a),
(6b + 5b + 7a + 6a + 5a + 4b) and (4a + 3b) are determined to
be 11.35, 13.33 and 15.89 eV, respectively. The averaged ion-
ization potentials of (2b + 3a) and (1b + 2a) inner valence
orbitals were determined to be 19.33 and 22.61 eV, respec-
tively. One more inner valence orbital, 1a, was observed in
the measured ionization spectrum and its ionization energy
was determined to be 25.30 eV in the present work. Some
rather weak satellite structure above 27.5 eV in the binding
energy spectrum are observed which could be due to many-
body correlation effects in the target or in the final state of
residual ion.

4

ted
b ined
a e the
r in-
t ergy
s var-
i l
m tate
i g fit-
eaks are indicated by dashed lines while their sum, i.e
verall fitted spectrum, is represented by the solid line.

The PES spectra of the outer valence orbital region u
e(I) radiation source have been reported in Ref.[12]. In the
ES work, the vertical ionization potential of the 8b HOM
as 8.94 eV, and the 7b, 9a, 8a, 6b, 5b, 7a, 6a, 5a, 4b a
rbitals were determined to be 10.7, 11.3, 11.7, 12.8, (1
.2. Momentum profiles

Experimental momentum profiles (XMPs) were extrac
y deconvolving the same peak of the sequentially obta
ngular correlated binding energy spectra, and therefor
elative normalization for the different transitions is ma
ained. The Gaussian fitting procedure for the binding en
pectra is used to determine the relative intensities of the
ous transitions at each azimuthal angleφ. The experimenta

omentum profile corresponding to a particular final ion s
s obtained by plotting the area under the correspondin
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ted peak for each electronic state of the ion as a function
of momentump (alsoφ angle). The measured momentum
profiles are not absolute, so the obtained relative magnitude
needs to be normalized by an absolute scale[1]. Usually,
the normalization factor is determined by normalizing the
experimental and theoretical momentum distributions of the
outermost valence ionization to the common intensity scale.
In this work we use the HOMO orbital to determine this
normalization factor. The theoretical momentum distribution
used for normalization is calculated by DFT-B3LYP method
employing AUG-CC-PVTZ basis set. This normalization is
chosen because the HOMO orbital has large spectroscopic
pole strength (i.e., little splitting, seeTable 1) and the HOMO
experimental momentum distribution is in good agreement
for shape with the calculated curve. The same normalization
factor is also preserved for the other experimental momentum
profiles of cyclohexene valence orbitals inFigs. 3–9.

Fig. 2 shows the experimental momentum profile for the
8b orbital of cyclohexene. The theoretical momentum profiles
have been calculated using the HF and DFT-B3LYP methods
with 6-31G, 6-311++G** and AUG-CC-PVTZ basis sets. The
8b orbital has a “p-type” momentum distribution, which is the
case shown in our experiment. It can be seen from this figure
that the calculation inclusion of dynamic electron correlation
effects (curve 4) could provide proper descriptions of the
chemically important larger r (lower p) region of cyclohexene
H
T the
n 3p
a

the
s
t play
a um
a on-

F s for
t ntum
p LYP
(
6

Fig. 3. Experimental and calculated electron momentum distributions for
the summed and individual orbitals of the 7b, 9a and 8a of cyclohexene. The
summed TMPs are calculated by using HF (curves 3, 4 and 6) and DFT-
B3LYP (curves 1, 2 and 5) methods with the AUG-CC-PVTZ, 6-311++G**

and 6-31G basis sets, respectively. The TMPs of individual orbitals are cal-
culated by using the DFT-B3LYP method with the AUG-CC-PVTZ basis set
(curves 7–9).

sistent in shape with the summed experimental momentum
profile (XMP). The theoretical momentum profiles indicate
that the 8a orbital (curve 7) has a mainly “s-type” with a
secondary “p-type” distribution while the 9a and 7b orbitals
(curves 8 and 9) have the “p-type” distribution with a sec-
ondary maximum as shown inFig. 3. However, there is a
discrepancy between experimental data and summed theo-
retical momentum profiles in low momentum region. Such
discrepancy in the low momentum region is probably due
to ‘contamination’ from the neighbouring relatively intense
transition caused by the uncertainty in the curve fitting pro-
cedures.

This explanation seems to be supported from the compar-
ison for the XMP of the summed 6b, 5b, 7a, 6a, 5a and 4b
orbitals with the calculations inFig. 4, which is the third
band located at 13.33 eV in the binding energy spectrum
(Fig. 1). Some discrepancy between experiment and theory in
the low momentum region can be observed inFig. 4. And the
theoretical calculations can reasonably reproduce the exper-
imental data above 0.5 a.u. In order to further investigate
the explanation, the summed experimental data of the 8b,
(7b + 9a + 8a) and (6b + 5b + 7a + 6a + 5a + 4b) orbitals was
compared with the summed theoretical calculations inFig. 5.
Again, the summed theoretical calculations give a reasonable
description for the summed XMP above 0.5 a.u., and underes-
timate the experimental data in low momentum region. This
i data
a med
( s-
s res.
S torted
w other
c

OMO. The detailed description can be found in Ref.[20].
he momentum distribution denotations of “p-type” and
ext usage of “s-type” are similar with the atomic argon
nd 3s states, respectively[3].

Experimental and theoretical momentum profiles for
ummed 7b, 9a and 8a orbitals are shown inFig. 3. Both
he experimental and theoretical momentum profiles dis

mainly “s-type” distribution with a secondary maxim
t∼1.15 a.u. The HF and DFT-B3LYP calculations are c

ig. 2. Experimental and calculated electron momentum distribution
he 8b orbital of cyclic unsaturated cyclohexene. The theoretical mome
rofiles are calculated by using HF (curves 1, 2 and 5) and DFT-B3
curves 3, 4 and 6) methods with the 6-311++G** , AUG-CC-PVTZ and
-31G basis sets, respectively.
ndicates that the discrepancy between experimental
nd theoretical calculations below 0.5 a.u. for the sum
7b + 9a + 8a) orbitals (seeFig. 3) is not mainly due to a po
ible error in the curve fitting and deconvolution procedu
ome other sources could be due to the possible dis
ave effects in molecules and the possibly presence of
onformers of cyclohexene in the EMS measurements[21].
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Fig. 4. Experimental and calculated electron momentum distributions for the
summed and individual orbitals of the 6b, 5b, 7a, 6a, 5a and 4b of cyclohex-
ene. The summed TMPs are calculated by using HF (curves 2, 3 and 5) and
DFT-B3LYP (curves 1, 4 and 6) methods with the 6-311++G** , 6-31G and
AUG-CC-PVTZ basis sets, respectively. The TMPs of individual orbitals
are calculated by using the DFT-B3LYP method with the AUG-CC-PVTZ
basis set (curves 7–12).

For the third band inFig. 1 the ionization peaks are not
completely resolved due to the low energy resolution of the
current EMS spectrometers. The calculated momentum dis-
tributions of the 6b, 5b, 7a, 6a, 5a and 4b orbitals are summed,
as indicated by curves 1–6 inFig. 4. The 5b, 5a and 4b orbitals
have the “p-type” distributions while 6b, 7a and 6a orbitals
have the “p-type” distribution with a secondary maximum,
as shown by curves 7–12 inFig. 4. The comparison of the
summed XMPs with various calculations inFig. 4 shows
that the theoretical momentum profiles obtained using HF
and DFT-B3LYP methods with the AUG-CC-PVTZ basis set
(curves 5 and 6) can reproduce the experimental data reason-

F s for
t als of
c ments.
T LYP
(

Fig. 6. Experimental and calculated electron momentum distributions for the
summed and individual orbitals of the 4a and 3b of cyclohexene. The summed
TMPs are calculated by using HF (curves 3, 4 and 6) and DFT-B3LYP (curves
1, 2 and 5) methods with the 6-311++G** , AUG-CC-PVTZ and 6-31G basis
sets, respectively. The TMPs of individual orbitals are calculated by using
the DFT-B3LYP method with the AUG-CC-PVTZ basis set (curves 7 and
8).

ably well, particularly in the momentum range above 0.5 a.u.,
and the other calculations with 6-311++G** and 6-31G basis
sets (curves 1–4) have a relatively higher intensity than the
experimental data in the above 0.5 a.u. momentum.

The experimental and theoretical momentum distributions
of the 4a and 3b orbitals positioned at 15.89 eV are shown in
Fig. 6. The 3b orbital has a “p-type” character while the 4a
orbital shows an “s-type” distribution with a secondary max-
imum, as indicated by curves 7 and 8 inFig. 6. The summed
momentum profile is a mixed “s-type” with a secondary “p-
type” distribution. It can be seen from the comparison in
Fig. 6that the summed theoretical profiles calculated by HF
and DFT with AUG-CC-PVTZ basis set reproduce the XMP
well except the low momentum range (below 0.2 a.u.). The
comparison between the experimental data and theoretical
calculations inFig. 6 shows that all six calculations signifi-
cantly overestimate the experimental intensity in the region
below 0.2 a.u. momentum. This discrepancy between theory
and experimental data may be due to the uncertainty in the
deconvolution procedure. However, it can be seen from the
low momentum region (also the lowφ) such asφ = 1◦ bind-
ing energy spectrum in the Letter[20] published previously
that the (e, 2e) cross section of the summed (4a + 3b) orbitals
is larger than the neighbouring bands at 13.33 and 19.33 eV.
Therefore, the significant discrepancy between experiment
and theory in the low momentum region could not mainly due
t olu-
t ancy
c n the
l the
v tailed
d een
m

ig. 5. Experimental and calculated electron momentum distribution
he summed 8b, (7b + 9a + 8a) and (6b + 5b + 7a + 6a + 5a + 4b) orbit
yclohexene. The solid circles represent the experimental measure
he TMPs are calculated by using HF (curves 1 and 3) and DFT-B3
curves 2 and 4) methods, respectively.
o the influence from the neighbouring band in the deconv
ion procedures. Another possible source for this discrep
ould be due to the presence of other conformations o

arger cyclic unsaturated hydrocarbon of cyclohexene in
acuum chamber of the (e, 2e) spectrometer. The de
iscussions of molecular conformations with EMS have b
ade in Ref.[21].
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Fig. 7. Experimental and calculated electron momentum distributions for the
summed and individual orbitals of the 2b and 3a of cyclohexene. The summed
TMPs are calculated by using HF (curves 2, 4 and 6) and DFT-B3LYP (curves
1, 3 and 5) methods with the 6-311++G** , 6-31G and AUG-CC-PVTZ basis
sets, respectively. The TMPs of individual orbitals are calculated by using
the DFT-B3LYP method with the AUG-CC-PVTZ basis set (curves 7 and
8).

In the inner valence shell the summed momentum distri-
butions of the 2b and 3a orbitals are shown inFig. 7, peaked at
19.33 eV. The HF and DFT-B3LYP calculations with AUG-
CC-PVTZ basis set can reproduce the summed XMPs well in
the momentum region above 0.2 a.u. However, there is a dis-
crepancy between theoretical calculations and experimental
data below the momentum of 0.2 a.u. and the TMPs underes-
timate the experimental intensity. Certainly, the discrepancy
between experiment and theory in the low momentum region
could be possibly due to uncertainties in the curve fitting
procedures. Another main source for the experimental data
“turn up” in the low momentum range could be the influence
of the distorted wave effects since the 2b and 3a orbitals of
cyclohexene are the�* -like molecular orbital. Specifically
atomic d-like orbitals and�* -like molecular orbitals exhibit
gerade-type symmetry and as a result zero gradient compo-
nents of their position space wave functions in the nuclear
(atoms) or internuclear (molecules) small r regions[22,23].
Thus, low p components are expected at small r for such
orbitals and therefore effects due to distortion of the incom-
ing and outgoing electron waves may be reasonably expected
to be manifested in the low p regions of such XMPs[22,23].
The further comparison between the experimental electron
momentum profiles for Xe 4d orbitals and the theoretical cal-
culations considering distorted wave effects strongly suggest
that these “turn up” effects of (e, 2e) cross sections in the low
p
n only
f ture
f ents
i act
e rved
“ ion

Fig. 8. Experimental and calculated electron momentum distributions for the
summed and individual orbitals of the 1b and 2a of cyclohexene. The summed
TMPs are calculated by using HF (curves 3, 4 and 6) and DFT-B3LYP (curves
1, 2 and 5) methods with the 6-311++G** , 6-31G and AUG-CC-PVTZ basis
sets, respectively. The TMPs of individual orbitals are calculated by using
the DFT-B3LYP method with the AUG-CC-PVTZ basis set (curves 8 and
9). The curve 10 represents a sum of 0.55× curve 5 plus 0.45× curve 7 of
the summed 2b and 3a orbitals (i.e., curve 5 inFig. 7).

of �* -like molecular orbital are due to the distorted wave
effects[23].

The next inner valence band of 1b + 2a orbitals is located
at 22.61 eV in the binding energy spectrum shown inFig. 1.
The 1b and 2a orbitals have the “p-type” symmetry and the
calculated momentum distributions for the summed 1b and
2a orbital are compared with the experimental data inFig. 8.
It is obvious that all six calculations overestimate the exper-
imental intensity. This indicates that some of the transition
intensity from this orbital is located in the higher binding
energy range due to the final state electron correlation effects.
Another possible source for the discrepancy could probably
be due to deconvolution uncertainty. In order to compare the
shape of the momentum distribution the DFT-B3LYP cal-
culation with AUG-CC-PVTZ basis set is multiplied by an
estimated factors of 0.55 for the summed (1b + 2a) orbitals
and 0.45 for the summed (2b + 3a) orbitals, and the summed
theoretical momentum distribution is represented by curve 10
in Fig. 8. A good agreement between experiment and theory
is then achieved.

The innermost valence orbital located at 25.89 eV, newly
observed in the XMP, is mainly due to the ionization of the
1a orbital which has an “s-type” distribution as shown in
Fig. 9. The comparison between the experimental data and
theoretical calculations shows that all the calculations sig-
n ong
s rgy
r on
c + 2a)
o ound
2 itals.
T ed to
region are due to the distorted wave effects[22]. Unfortu-
ately at present distorted wave calculations are possible

or atoms but not for molecules due to the multicenter na
or the molecule targets. Recently, the (e, 2e) experim
n ethylene (C2H4) at a wide range of experimental imp
nergies from 400 to 2400 eV confirmed that the obse
turn up” effects of (e, 2e) cross sections in the low p reg
ificantly overestimate the experimental intensity. A str
plitting for the 1a orbital into the higher binding ene
egion is observed (seeFig. 1) due to the final state electr
orrelation effects. From above discussion about the (1b
rbitals it should also be noted that this energy range ar
4 eV may include some intensity from the 1b and 2a orb
herefore, estimated factors about of 0.6 and 0.4 are us
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Fig. 9. The experimental and calculated electron momentum distributions
for the innermost valence orbital 1a of cyclohexene. The TMPs are calculated
by using HF (curves 3, 4 and 6) and DFT-B3LYP (curves 1, 2 and 5) methods
with the 6-311++G** , AUG-CC-PVTZ and 6-31G basis sets, respectively.
The curve 8 represents a sum of 0.6× curve 2 plus 0.4× curve 7 of the
summed 1b and 2a orbitals (i.e., curve 5 inFig. 8).

multiply the DFT-B3LYP calculation with AUG-CC-PVTZ
basis set for the 1a and the summed (1b + 2a) orbitals, respec-
tively. The summed theoretical calculation (curve 8 inFig. 9)
is then compared with the XMP. With the above shape match-
ing scaling factors it can be seen inFig. 9 that a good fit to
experimental data is obtained.

Moreover, by analogy with the algebraic diagrammatic
construction (ADC) calculations on the inner valence shell
of cyclic hydrocarbons of cyclohexane, cyclopentane[24]
and norbornane[25], it should be clear that the innermost 1a,
1b and 2a orbitals of cyclohexene are subject to a severe or
complete breakdown of the orbital picture of ionization. Due
to the presence of a double bond, this will clearly yield an
even stronger dispersion of the ionization intensity over many
shake-up lines with individually very limited intensity[25].
Such a breakdown of the orbital picture of ionization could
be the reasonable explanations of the very large bandwidth
for the 1a, 1b and 2a orbitals inFig. 1, and the difficulties in
the curve fitting and deconvolution procedures for the obtain-
ments of these orbitals momentum distributions.

5. Conclusions

We have reported the first EMS investigations into the
complete valence electronic structure and binding energy
s junc-
t bu-
t ured
a tions
u om-
p men-
t the

B3LYP hybrid functional with the saturated and diffuse basis
sets, especially with the AUG-CC-PVTZ basis set, could pro-
vide the reasonable representation of the cyclohexene wave
function.

Some significant discrepancies between experiment data
and theoretical calculations in the (7b + 9a + 8a), (4a + 3b)
and (2b + 3a) momentum distributions were observed, which
could be mainly due to the possible distorted wave effects in
molecules and the presence of different molecular conforma-
tions. The inner valence orbitals of cyclohexene are subject to
a severe or complete breakdown of the orbital picture of ion-
ization. Due to the presence of a double bond, this will clearly
yield an even stronger dispersion of the ionization intensity
over many shake-up lines with some estimated spectroscopic
strength.
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